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Book Descriptions:

Dolphin Remote Manual

WaterProof Remote Control. Balboa. Instruments. IncorporatedFeatures And Functions................4.
Key Charts..........................5. Installing Batteries....................7. Programming TV Control...............8.
Setup Codes for TVs...................8. Programming VCR Control.............12. Setup Codes for
VCRs.................12. Programming Cable ConverterTo Unlock the Cable Key...............18. To Program
the Cable Key..............18. To Lock the Cable Key................19. Setup Codes for Cable
Converters........19. Setup Codes for DBS Receivers..........20. Programming Channel Control
Lock......21. To Activate Channel Control Lock........21. To DeActivate Channel Control Lock......21.
Programming Audio Control............22. Setup Codes for CD Players.............23. Setup Codes for DVD
Players...........24. Setup Codes for Stereo Receivers........24. Setup Codes for Stereo
Amplifiers........25. Setup Codes for DBS Audio Services......25. Searching For Your Code..............26.
Checking The Codes..................27. ReAssigning Device Keys..............28. Changing Volume
Lock................29. To Change Volume Lock to the CABLE Mode 29. To Change Volume Lock to the
TV Mode...29. To Change Volume Lock to the VCR Mode..29. To Change Volume Lock to the RCVR
Mode.29. Using the Learning Feature.............30. Specifications......................34. Compliance with
FCC Rules and Regulations 35. Troubleshooting.....................36It is designed withIt’s packed with
easytouse features such asBefore you can use your new remote control, youThe LED red light blinks
to show that the remotePress POWER once to turn on or off the selectedUse SETUP for all
programming sequences. Press AUDIO, VCR, TV, or CBL once to select aSee next page for
descriptions of the buttons inPress MUTE once to turn sound off or
on.http://aries-avia.com/userfiles/70-6502-manual.xml

dolphin m500 remote manual, maytronics dolphin remote control manual, dolphin m5
remote control manual, dolphin remote manual, dolphin remote manual pdf, dolphin
remote manual free, dolphin remote manual instructions, dolphin remote manual
downloads, dolphin remote manual 2017, dolphin remote manual software, dolphin
remote manual online, dolphin remote manual transmission, maytronics dolphin
remote control manual, dolphin wave 200xl remote manual.

Press LAST once to recall the last channel and toUse the GREEN phosphorescent buttons to
controlPress ENTER once after entering channel numbersIn the VCR and TV modes, use the REW,
PLAY, FF. REC, STOP, and PAUSE keys to control your VCR. To record a program, press REC
twice.Use GUIDE to display the program guide. Use EXIT to exit out of your cable converter’sUse
the four directional keys to move the cursor inOnce they are all started, snug up one screwRepeat
this in aThis will assure anUse INFO to display current channel and programPress MENU once to
display your cable converter’sDolphin will blink twice with every key press. Simply replace the
batteries and the remote willLocate the brand name of your TV in the Setup. Codes For TVs section
below, and write it in theTV Brand. The brands are listed in alphabetical order withOn the Dolphin,
press TV once. Press and hold. SETUP until the LED blinks twice, then releaseNOTE If the LED did
not blink twice after enteringIf it does notNOTE Remember, to use the Dolphin to operateSetup
Codes for TVs. AMarkAdmiral. Adventura. Aiko. Akai. Alaron. Ambassador. Anam. Anam National.
Archer. AudiovoxBelcor. Bradford. Brockwood. BroksonicCarnivale. Carver. Celebrity. Cineral.
CitizenHarvardKenwood. KlossLuxmanMajestic. Marantz. Matsushita. Megatron. Memorex.
Midland. Minutz. Mitsubishi. Motorola. MultitechNoshi. Onwa. Optimus. Optonica. Orion. Panasonic.
Penney. Philco. Philips. Pilot. Pioneer. Portland. Prism. Proscan. Proton. Pulsar. QuasarRealistic.
Rhapsody. RuncoSamsung. Samsux. Sansei. Sansui. Sanyo. Scimitsu. Scotch. Scott.
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SearsVictorYamahaLocate the brand name of your VCR in the Setup. Codes For VCRs section below,
and write it in theVCR Brand. The brands are listed in alphabetical order withNOTE If the LED did
not blink twice after enteringIf your VCRNOTE Remember, to use the Dolphin to operateSetup
Codes for VCRs. Admiral. Aiwa. American High. Asha. AudiovoxBroksonicCanon. Capehart. Citizen.
Colt. Craig. Curtis Mathes.http://elgazargroup.com/70-net-ups-manual.xml

Cybernex. Daewoo. Daytron. Denon. Dynatech. Electrohome. Electrophonic. Emerex.
EmersonHarwoodMagnin. Marta. Minolta. MultitechNikon. Noblex. Olympus. Pentax. Profitronic.
Protec. Quarter. Quartz. QuasarRadix. Randex. Realistic. Ricoh. RuncoSanky. Sears. Semp.
SharpVideo Concepts 0045, 0061. VideosonicThe brands are listed in alphabetical order withCombo.
If you perform this procedureNOTE If the LED did not blink twice after enteringCode on page 26.If
there is no separate TV code listed, you will needSetup Codes for. Brocksonic. Curtis Mathis.
Emerson. FunaiMagnin. QuasarSanyo. Sharp. Sony. Symphonic. ZenithNOTE Remember, to use the
Dolphin to operateBefore you program the control to operate a cableNOTE Remember, to use the
Dolphin to operateCABLE first. To unlock the Cable keyTo lock the Cable keyTo program the Cable
keySetup Codes For Cable Converters or Setup. Codes For DBS Receivers section starting onCable
Converter BrandDBS Receiver Brand. The brands are listed in alphabetical order withOn the
Dolphin, press CBL once. SETUP until the LED blinks twice, then releaseConverter or DBS Receiver.
If you perform thisNOTE If the LED did not blink twice after enteringAim the Dolphin at your Cable
Converter or DBS. Receiver and press POWER once. The unit shouldCode on page 26.Cable
ConvertersAmericast. Contec. General. Instrument. GoldStar. Hamlin. Jerrold. Macom. Movie
TimeOptimus. Paragon. QuasarRunco. Samsung. Scientific. Atlanta. Sprucer. StarcomToshiba.
Viewstar. ZenithDBS Receivers. AlphaStar. Echostar. Expressvu. InstrumentHughesMagnavox. Next
Level. PrimestarStar Choice. Toshiba. Uniden. ZenithThis will guarantee that youTV or VCR. To
Activate Channel Control LockLED blinks twice, then release SETUP.TV, VCR, or CBL, only the
channel controlNOTE This feature does not affect the Audio mode. To DeActivate Channel Control
LockLED blinks twice, then release SETUP.The LED will blinkVCR mode.DBS audio service.

Locate the brand name of your audio componentCD Player BrandDVD Player BrandStereo Receiver
BrandStereo Amplifier BrandDBS Audio Brand. The brands are listed in alphabetical order
withNOTE If the LED did not blink twice afterCode on page 26.NOTE Remember, to use the Dolphin
to operateAiwaAudio LabMagnavox. Onkyo. ProscanSony. Technics. Yamaha. ZenithStereo
ReceiversDenonStereo Amplifiers. DenonMagnavox. Victor. Wards. YamahaDBS Audio Services.
JerroldStarcomComponent does not respond to the Dolphin afterIf you have set up the Dolphin using
theFor example, to search for a code for your TV. For example, to find out which code is
operatingLED blinks twice, then release SETUP.LED blinks twice, then release SETUP.Stop when
the TV turns off.NOTE In the search mode, the Dolphin willNOTE If a code digit is “0”, the LED will
notFinish writingTV Code. VCR Code. CABLE Code. AUDIO CodeFor example, to haveAUDIO key to
operate the second VCR as follows. The Dolphin is set to control volume of aLED blinks twice, then
release SETUP.Programming VCR Control on page 12. To reassign other device keys, repeat steps
1To ReAssign. Perform Key Sequence. TV as 2nd VCR keyControl, Programming Cable Control, or.
Programming Audio Control. If your TV is not remote controllable, or if youLock setting to control a
volume through a nonassociated mode e.g., through the cable in the TVTo change Volume Lock to
the CABLE modeLED blinks twice, then release SETUP.LED will blink twice.To change Volume Lock
to the TV modeLED blinks twice, then release SETUP.LED will blink twice.To change Volume Lock to
the VCR modeLED blinks twice, then release SETUP.LED will blink twice.To change Volume Lock to
the RCVR mode. NOTE Performing these steps will allow you toLED blinks twice, then release
SETUP.LED will blink twice.NOTE Please have your original remote controlsOriginal Remote.
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that isDolphin Remote Control blinks twice. If the LEDRemote Control, press and hold SET until the
LEDDeleting Functions From The Learning KeysThe Dolphin Remote Control URC9811 can
beCommand Center.NOTE The Dolphin remote control transmits bothCommand Center for extended
remote controlNOTE The RF signal transmitted by the Dolphin. Command Center.It should
provideCenter.Dolphin into another room in your home, upThe device e.g., TV should turn on. If it
does notCommand Center Reception. Adding The IR Signal Extension Cord. Signal Extension Cord
for use with a home theater. Command Center.Plus remote control into another room in your. Select
a device keyIR signal and transmit that signal through the IR. Signal Extension Cord to turn on your
device e.g.,Reception. Here are some adjustment tips for optimizing theBatteries on page 4. Weak
batteries will affectNOTE The tests for range limits of the HT Pro PlusIf you are having problems
remotely controlling aRemote Control Dimensions H x W x DRemote Control Weight without
BatteriesThese limits are designed to provide reasonableIf this equipment does cause harmful
interferenceNOTE Specifications are typical. Individual unitsSpecifications are subject to change
andThe user is cautioned that changes andFCC Authorization Label. This device complies with part
15 of the FCC Rules. Operation is subject to the following twoSOLUTION Replace the batteries with
two 2 new AAPROBLEM LED blinks when you press a key, but homeSOLUTION Make sure you are
aiming the Dolphin atPROBLEM The Dolphin does not control homeSOLUTION Try all listed codes
for the componentSOLUTION Use the VCR codes for your brand. SomePROBLEM No volume on a
second TV. SOLUTION Follow instructions in Changing Volume. Lock see page 30.SOLUTION Due
to RCA design 19831987, only thePROBLEM Changing channels does not work properly.

SOLUTION If original remote control requiredENTER on the Dolphin after entering aPROBLEM
Tried “Search Method” and still could notSOLUTION Try the “Search Method” again afterPress and
hold ENTER until red light blinksPROBLEM Remote control does not turn on Sony or. SOLUTION
For power on, these products requireFor Sony, use TV code 0000 and VCR codeVCR code 0048.PDF
Version 1.3. Linearized No. Create Date 20021220 220440Z. Modify Date 20030103 1132440800.
Page Count 19. Creation Date 20021220 220440Z. Mod Date 20021220 1407560800. Producer
Acrobat Distiller 5.0.5 for Macintosh. Author. Metadata Date 20021220 1407560800. Creator. Title
Dolphin Manual. Page Mode UseThumbs. Please choose a different delivery location.Our payment
security system encrypts your information during transmission. We don’t share your credit card
details with thirdparty sellers, and we don’t sell your information to others. Please try again.Please
try again.Keep your Dolphin pool cleaner in its best condition.Show details. Ships from and sold by
RDW Deals.In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate
to the next or previous heading. Register a free business account Please try your search again
later.To calculate the overall star rating and percentage breakdown by star, we don’t use a simple
average. Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought
the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Please try again later. TimE
Holm 2.0 out of 5 stars But if you have a spot you want cleaned, it does work. I just turn the Dolphin
on and leave it alone and it cleans pool with no worry.We have alot of trees so the pool upkeep is
constant. Pool construction is just about done but weve used the cleaner probably around 20 times
already as landscaping around the inground pool plus the constant high winds weve had lately keep
the pool dirty thus requiring the use of the robot.

Ive only used the big bag and the medium filters so far for cleaning. I think the big bag is mostly for
leaf pickup but Ive been using it to clean up sunken sticks and leaves, plus some ground that sank to
bottom. And for some reason, whenever it rains worms just love to crawl in there and sink. The robot
gets all this stuff very nicely. Cleaning the bag is a pain though. No easy way. I dont have time to
wash it in machine after every use. So I let the bag in unit for maybe 5 runs, then unhook it and
rinse it off with hose to get junk out. The bag can hold ALOT more debris obviously than the pleated
filters. I find myself washing them with hose after almost every time which is the reason I stop using



them for the time being. I think those are mainly for a pretty clean pool. Until the pool is done being
landscaped, Ill stick with the big bag made of canvas. Have to assume its because the floats on
handle are not set properly. The brushes are new so it cannot be those as mentioned in the manual.
4. The unit only seems to run a process for about an hour and this cannot be adjusted to my
knowledge for say 2 or 3 hours at a time. The buttons on power pack are only for how many times a
week but who actually uses the robot like that. I pull mine out after every run or two to wash it out
after disconnecting the power which resets everything anyways. 5. We also bought the remote which
is pretty useless. No instructions except a few words on basics. The manual movement works but is
very painfully slow to move the robot around. As for the quick cycle which will tell the robot to NOT
try and move up the walls, DOES NOT WORK. Tried everything and cannot get those two functions
on the remote to change anything. Still runs an hours and always TRIES to go up the walls but
cannot. 6. Lastly we have a steel liner pool which has the hopper design. The robot constantly gets
stuck straddling those hopper lines where is doesnt have a flat surface to run on.

It will try to climb up when it knows it cant. It will be stuck there trying for maybe a few minutes
before giving up and backing by down.Its been sitting in a drawer since, hence the waste of money
for me.The dolphin responds to it in a very. The dolphin responds to it in a very erratic way that it is
impossible to get it to go where you want it to. Complete waste of time and money, dont even
bother.I got it as a just in case thing but dont expect it will be used much.In order to navigate out of
this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Set it
for just one week or to repeat on a weekly basis.You can also switch to Tilt mode, for a more playful
and realistic experience. Unfortunately, shortly after the Wii Remote Pluses came out, a new Wii
Remote Plus type appeared. Whereas the standard Wii Remotes and the very first Wii Remote Pluses
register as RVLCNT01, the new Wii Remotes register as RVLCNT01TR. Since all Wii Remotes for
sale in stores since 2011 are TR Wii Remotes, this has become a growing problem. Fortunately, they
can work with Dolphin with some special requirements. This guide tells you how to connect and use
a RVLCNT01TR Wii Remote Plus in Dolphin.While the addition of the sync button on the battery
cover is the common way to tell nonTR Wii Remote Pluses from TR Wii Remote Pluses, even that is
not 100% reliable. The only way to know for sure to is connect it to a computer and see if it is
registered as RVLCNT01TR.Refer to Bluetooth Passthrough for details.Use the normal connecting
methods shown in Configuring Controllers.It only requires a device be paired beforehand.All four
lights on the front of the controller should be flashing. To get the Bluetooth passcode you must find
the Bluetooth address of the Wii remote.Starting with Dolphin 4.08325, if youre using Windows 8 or
newer, all you need to do to connect TR Wii Remotes is the typical Wii Remote connectivity as
described in Configuring Controllers.

If youre running Windows 7 or earlier youll have a previous version of MS Bluetooth Stack that lacks
some Bluetooth functions which the TR Wii Remote uses. In that case you have two solutions for this
problem, the DolphinBar or the Toshiba Bluetooth Stack. Both have superior Bluetooth functionality
and not only allow TR Wii Remotes to work, but also fix minor Wii Remote bugs that are present in
the MS Bluetooth Stack used on Windows 7 and earlier. It doesnt reveal any of the Bluetooth
information to the operating system, instead sending HID packets directly to Dolphin without a
Bluetooth Stack, thus allowing TR support, syncing of Wii Remotes, and other features superior to
what the Toshiba Stack can offer. However, since it does this, it is only useful for supported Wii
controllers, and cannot be used as a full Bluetooth adapter. Full details are available in the
DolphinBar Hardware Review, and links to purchase one are available on our Recommended
Accessories page.However, it requires the additional step of connecting Wii Remotes through the
Toshiba Stack instead of just through Dolphin.Use the newest version; it has the highest known
compatibility. If the newest version doesnt work feel free to try older ones. Please be aware that
Toshiba Stack will start in trial mode when using on a unsupported dongle subjected with forced
driver installation, and will eventually require a supported adapter to continue use of the



software.There is a small possibility that the adapter not in the list can be used with Toshiba Stack,
through the installation with an edited driver file, as instructed in the later section. But please
acknowledge that it is preferably for experienced users only. The instruction will be divided at some
point for the users and their specific adapters throughout this guide, starting from the first step in
the next section below.There are no settings to worry about, so just click through.

This is where the users will be interacting with the Toshiba Stack on a regular basis, and it is
necessary for the next section. The Bluetooth Settings window Press the Sync button on the bottom
of the TR Wii Remote. Note the green and yellow lines clasping each others this means the Bluetooth
is presently connected. The Wii Remote will continue to flash, it is normal. Clasped lines indicate a
connected Wii Remote Dolphin will immediately detect the Wii Remote and it will be used upon
starting a game. To reconnect the Wii Remote, just double click it. A window will pop up asking to
prepare the Wii Remote once again. It will be reconnected in a matter of seconds. Naturally, the
adapters not in the list are not supported and will be skipped. It is possible to make a workaround by
adding the excluded adapters USB\VID into the list.It will either show up as a Bluetooth radio or as
an unknown device.Plug it back in, and it will reappear into the list. In other words, the Device
Manager updates live. Note the second shorter value. This is the USB\VID of the Bluetooth adapter.
Copy it into the Notepad. Notice that there are three long lists.Then erase the USB\VID of this new
entry and replace it with the one for the Bluetooth adapter that was collected from last subsection.
An example of device file in its original unedited state New line is highlighted in blue After this,
there is a name in parentheses. Change it to the way you want to recognize it for yourself. Toshiba
wont rely on it in any way. So, after modifying tosrfusb.inf its signature wont be valid anymore and
Windows will block the installation unless Driver Signature Enforcement is disabled. Follow these
steps on Windows 7Save everything and be prepared beforehand.Install the driver. The process may
take some time, and errors may appear during it. Ignore them. Paste the following into Notepad and
save it as a.reg file, then run it. Our FAQ page has answers to many common questions.

Learn More The wisest purchase we have made in a long time. Click Here We love to pump it, filter
it, heat it, chlorinate it, light it up and stare at it while were barbequing a fat, juicy steak. There are
real pool professionals working here. Our guys have seen thousands of pools in their careers, no
exaggeration.
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